Computing and AI for Pandemic Response: Looking
Forward
Advances in biological sciences, combined with the accelerating
development of computing, data processing, and artificial intelligence
(AI), are fueling a new wave of innovation that could have significant
impact in sectors across the economy, from healthcare and agriculture
to consumer goods and energy – McKinsey Global Institute May 2020
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Computing has been an important tool for
COVID-19 response
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Screening approved drugs
with AI-driven models
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https://covid19-hpc-consortium.org/
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CSCS – Swiss National Supercomputing Centre
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Federal Agencies
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Argonne National Laboratory
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Idaho National Laboratory
Lawrence Berkeley National Laboratory
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Oak Ridge National Laboratory
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Lawrence Livermore National Laboratory
Los Alamos National Laboratory
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Sandia National Laboratories

NASA
National Science Foundation
- XSEDE
- Pittsburgh Supercomputing Center
- Texas Advanced Computing Center (TACC)
- San Diego Supercomputer Center (SDSC)
- National Center for Supercomputing Applications (NCSA)
- Indiana University Pervasive Technology Institute (IUPTI)
- Open Science Grid (OSG)
- National Center for Atmospheric Research (NCAR)
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Raptor Computer
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The HDF Group

AI is being used to integrate increasingly complex
simulations and growing but still limited data sets
Traditional pillar
high-performance computing

New pillar
Machine learning provides a
framework for integrating
simulation and experiment
Improved
prediction

Deep neural
network

High-fidelity simulation
• Hydrodynamic
• Molecular dynamics

Complete simulation
and experiment data

Traditional pillar
Large-scale experiments
NIF Xray
image

High throughput
binding assay

• Improvement of prediction performance and uncertainty quantification
• New machine learning-driven approaches to design
• Amplification of our effective computational power
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AI-driven systems for therapeutic acceleration
push on the frontiers of machine learning and
predictive modeling
Cognitive simulation for molecular
design
Large-scale generative models
for design optimization
• Learned latent spaces
• Complex representations
• Joint optimization of multiple
molecular properties

Integrating automated
synthesis and assays with
computational workflows

Improving prediction
performance with limited data
•
•
•
•

Domain of applicability
Integrated mechanistic models
Transfer from related targets
Multiscale models for human
properties
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Uncertainty quantification for
complex predictions – graphs, 3D
structures, multiple assays
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AI-driven CogSim tools can integrate community data to improve
understanding of differences in disease spread among counties
Community data

Community data

Confirmations

Confirmations

Deaths

Deaths

Mobility (parks, retail, ...)

Mobility (parks, retail, ...)
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2k-dimensional
time histories

counties that react
strongly to NPI

Ft. Dix
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What are the implications for key Army platforms?
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The nation has an urgent need for new capabilities in
accelerated therapeutic development
NVBL – Structural
biology and HPC-based
molecular models across
National Labs

HPC Consortium -

DOD - Pilot projects,

Open data and computing
for community engagement

validation, and
performance metrics

ATOM – Public-private
partnership with pharma
for accelerated molecular
design

A new public-private
partnership to ….
1. Pre-position large scale data resources
on viral interactions
2. Establish and grow an open predictive
modeling R&D community for viral
therapeutics
3. Develop the molecular design platform
and pre-position probe molecules for
interacting with viral proteins
4. Exercise and validate the platform
through a sustained program of drug
discovery for the public good

Current DOE partnerships provide a strong starting point
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